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CHAIRMAN’S VIEW
ROCKY MCMILLAN

Today we welcome Hollands and Blair to Foxbury.

It's been a while since we played each other, as H&B got a deserved promotion a couple of
season ago. We always enjoy real good competitive matches and I'm sure today will be no
different .
Today is 'Non league Day'. We've cut the price of entry and hopefully a few more will
attend
We come into today's match on the back of 2 really good performances  with 2-2 at
League topping Crowborough. We led until the 88th Minute , but even coming away with
a point in a gripping 2-2 match was a positive. Tuesday , saw us play AFC Croydon, who
themselves now top the League. We managed to win 3-1 and again showed improvements
all over. It was pleasing that new signings are really adding to the squad , with the ageless
'Stoney' scoring 4 in 2 games. However most pleasing was the recovery from long term
injury of Daniel Gunner and Harry Harding . We certainly missed these lads.
Max Fitzgerald ( Centre Back ) and Jesse Darko will both feature today  in their home
debuts .
I had a good chat with Arly Desagnes on Tuesday. He is recovering from a broken toe , but
will be back in 3 weeks . Dean Nash (GK) is revering from a really  nasty leg injury , he
should be back within a couple of weeks hopefully .  Former Yeovil Keeper, Darren
Behcet covers for Nashy,  So as you can see our squad has been torn apart by serious
injuries, but everything is coming together now and I'm confident for the long season
ahead .
Ladies star Vicky Bull tore her Medial Collateral Ligament ( MCL ) and will be out for
several month. We wish her a full recovery. The ladies are unbeaten in their League this
season and beat Margate 6-1 last  Sunday.  The 'Junior' section at Glebe are having a
fantastic season. Many teams winning most of their games, highlights so far are our under
13s Kent with 4 wins from 4, scoring 57 goals in this County League, including 2 x 18-0
wins . I’ve never seen scores like this before -  Well done and keep those scouts at bay for
another season at least !
So today’s match sees both team wanting league points.  At 5 pm , I ll be very happy if
we've won the 3 points on offer

Rocky
#GlebeFamily  #BensRedandWhiteArmy





Team Mates with Emily Sawyer

PREMIER DIVISION

Name; Emily 'Chopper' Sawyer
Age; A lady never reveals her age
Place of Birth; Kilkenny, Ireland
Position; Club Physio
Team you support; Liverpool
Favourite Player; Stevie G (best legs Sergio Ramos)
Biggest influence in Football; Chris Morgan, the Crystal Palace
Physio. He was at Liverpool for 10yrs. He writes papers on injuries
and does lots of fundraising for charities in Liverpool.
Best Live game; Liverpool V Ac Milan in Istanbul. 2005 champs
league final.
Pre match rituals; wearing the same socks each game (yes I wash
them) Being the last out of the dressing room.
Favourite sport outside footy; Rugby
Celeb You'd most like to meet; Ellen DeGeneres
Best Country you've visited; New Zealand (best city NYC)
Favourite meal; Do I have to pick just one? I love food. If I HAVE
to choose I'll pick Sunday roast.
Favourite drink; Again, just one? I'm Irish. This is hard. Porn star
martini. They are good!
Favourite movie; Bad Boys
Most played song on your phone; 'Shut up and Dance' by walk the
moon
Favourite social media platform; instagram. I'm a bit addicted to
insta. (Emzybaby82) But I prefer twitter for work.
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Todays Visitors

Putting it simply Hollands & Blair FC have come a long, long way in a pretty
short space of time but are still looking to progress...

EARLY DAYS...
The history of the club may be a little confusing but I will try to explain. It was
in 1967 that a Twydall-based factory team named Hollands & Blair started
out and they were to become quite successful as they won the Rochester &
District League Division Five in 1968-69, following that up with the Division
Three title the following season.
Then in 1970, when you could have been watching programmes such as Time
Machine, the Pink Panther Show or the Harry Secombe Show on the four
channels of your television, the current club as it is now, was formed under
the banner of H & B United and they began life in Division Six.
Their first ever game on September 12 1970 ended in a 4-2 away defeat at
Halfway House but just seven days later a first win was recorded when
R.N.S.T.S were beaten 5-3 on their home pitch of Beechings Green.
At the end of that first campaign H & B United finished ninth having collected
20 points (eight wins and four draws) from their 24 games.
The original side continued their upward spiral, winning the Rochester &
District League Division Twotitle in 1971–72 and they followed that up by
being runners-up in Division One the next season (1972-73).
Then in 1973 the two clubs merged, initially on a first team/reserve team
basis but after just one season the Blair first team folded and H & B chose to
continue under the Hollands & Blair moniker, competing in Division Four for
the 1974-75 campaign. Still with me? It is more straightforward from now
on...
Throughout that season, which saw Blair end as runners-up to Fleur having
lost just once, against Priestfields, they scored 137 goals in 27 league and cup
games which included a 17-1 victory at Borden.
Promotions continued in the next two campaigns, finishing runners-up in
Division Two (1975–76) and then Division One in 1976–77.



It was following this promotion that the club stayed in the Premier Division
for 17 years, winning the championship twice and finishing runners-up three
times.

From that point...

THE TREBLE...
Then the 2003-04 campaign saw the club reach new heights, winning a treble.
GROUNDS...
Over the years a number of grounds have hosted Hollands & Blair. Having
started out at Beechings Green they have gone on to use the Civil Service
Ground, the APCM ground at Cliffe and Beechings Cross before finally settling
into Star Meadow.
ANOTHER TREBLE...

It wasn't too long before they were winning this league too, on their way to
yet another treble
KENT INVICTA LEAGUE...
Negotiations to form a new Step 6 division, to make promotion/relegation
between the then Kent League (Step 5) and the Kent County League (Step 7)
had begun in 2009 and these plans came into fruition for the 2011-12 season
when the Kent Invicta League began – Blair being one of the 16 clubs invited
to participate
KENT SENIOR TROPHY WINNERS...
In April 2012 Hollands & Blair collected their biggest ever prize when captain
Ross Brookes lifted the Umbro Kent Senior Trophy which followed a 2-1
victory over Sevenoaks Town in front of a crowd of 350 at Park View Road
thanks to a Nick Smith double.
KENT SENIOR CUP...
The biggest ever fixture in the club's history finally took place on Tuesday
November 6 2012 at the home of Chatham Town and what a cracker it
turned out to be. There were an amazing five penalties awarded as the see-
saw game finished 4-4 after 90 minutes with Michael Jenner grabbing a hat-
trick from the spot, the last coming in time added-on, and Ben Brown netting
the other goal from open play. Unfortunately after extra-time saw neither
side secure a winner it was the ten-men Rams that clinched the tie winning
4-3 on penalties.



KENT INVICTA CHALLENGE TROPHY...
Blair improved league-wise in 2012-13 and eventually finished runners-up to
Phoenix but eight points clear of Ashford in third place but they did add
another piece of silverware which came in the shape of the Kent Invicta
Challenge Trophy.
CHAMPIONS...
The 2013-14 campaign was a two-horse race for most of the season with
Hollands & Blair and Lydd Town holding top spot at various times but it was
Paul Piggott's men that eventually eased clear during the last two month's to
claim the title by an impressive 10 points.
Unfortunately promotion wasn't forthcoming despite the SCEFL agreeing to
admit the club because the F.A deemed that Star Meadow was not up to the
required standard by the March 31 deadline. Even though the club appealed
it was not enough for the F.A so we will be setting out to make sure it
happens this season.
GROUND IMPROVEMENTS...
As the club look to progress up the footballing echelon, there have been a
number of improvements at Star Meadow in recent years. There is a 3G pitch
a new dressing room building is now in use, a small stand has been
constructed, hard-standing is now on all three sides of the ground and the
floodlights were installed late in October 2014.
2014-15 TREBLE...
Blair didn't dwell on the matters of the previous campaign that had left a
nasty taste in the mouth by going out and becoming Kent Invicta League
champions once again finishing 14 points clear.
SCEFL
The 2015-16 saw Blair stepping up to their highest level (Step 5)/ Blair picked
up some silverware when beating Erith & Belvedere 2-0 at Park View Road in
the Macron SCEFL Challenge Cup Final.
NEW DAWN
It was after the cup triumph that Paul Piggott called time on his seven-year
spell as Blair boss. Following with tradition Blair made the decision to
promote from within and named Bryan Greenfield as the new manager. The
Scottish left-back has made more than 300 appearances for the team and he
has the full backing of the club.



OFFICIAL GLEBE 1ST TEAM KIT SUPPLIER

2-4 Bridge Road
 Orpington

Kent BR5 2BH
TEL:  01689 837975
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   #GlebeFamily

Glebe U13s captain Bradley
Mitchell has been part of the Kent
County football squad (KSFA) for
the last 2 seasons and we are
delighted to announce that he has
been selected to play for his
county in the highly prestigious
Dallas Cup in March 2018.

This is the USA's premier youth
football tournament with teams
competing from all over the world
and has previously featured
players such as; David Beckham,
Wayne Rooney, Ross Barkley and
Adam Lallana.

Congratulations Bradley!

Happy Birthday Alfie -
hope you saved us some

cake!



yes I joined arsenal as an U11 when I was 10 years old. At the time I was

still living in South London which was quite annoying as I had to travel up

to Walthamstow 4 times a week.

As I can remember training in

the academy was always fun,

when I first joined it was

about playing games having

fun but as I got older it got

harder and I started learning

more about the game and

what we had to do  - but

matches was always the best

bit haha

Yes well this basically means I'm now a professional footballer at arsenal

instead of still being On a scholarship contract. I'm not quite sure what

else it means but I guess it means I'm a little bit more closer to the first

team.



To be honest I've played in quite a lot of positions since being at arsenal, I

l left Glebe as a central midfielder and since then I've played as a right

back/winger/ attacking midfielder and as a striker. I enjoy playing as a left

winger but recently I've started to move back into central/attacking

midfield.

I've represented England at u15/u16/u17 level - tihis has been great

because I've had the opportunity to play against teams like Brazil Spain

Portugal USA. I won my first tournament with England u16's in Florida

which was a great moment and I've recently just got back from the u17

Euro Championships but unfortunately we lost to Spain in the final on

penalties.

?

I think I've played In a lot of memorable games for different reasons but

one of them would probably have to be against Tottenham in a 6-2 win

away from home and me scoring a really good goal from quite far out.

Also good scoring/winning against your rivals as well I suppose

I think when I was younger, I probably looked up to Messi because

everything he does it unbelievable but I think as I've got older I've started

to look up to players who I think I play like and it would probably be

someone like Kevin de Bryne.



I think before the game Im very nervous but there's nothing I do in

particular. But something I do when I get changed before a match is

always put on my right boot first as I'm right footed. Nothing special but it's

just something I've done since I was young.

personally I don't feel like anything has changed since signing my

professional contract I think the best thing for me is having the chance to

play and train for arsenal everyday. It's almost like I'm dreaming.

I think the best thing for me to aim for is to be the best player I can be and

making my family proud regardless how far I get and I'm sure my family will

agree. Of course I have private ambitions but I do my work in quiet I’m not

really someone who boasts.

well this year we are in the u18 youth cup which our home games are

played at Borhamwood fc but if we get to the semi finals/finals we would

get the chance to play at the emirates.



emilesmithrowe_

Thats definitely my Dad. From young he's always supported me. Been

there for me no mater what and I'm just so grateful and thankful for

everything he's done for me. Just the little stuff like taking me to training,

taking me to to park to practice and of course sometimes shouting at me

from the side while I'm playing definitely helped me although I hated it.

the advice I would probably give the youngsters at glebe is that no matter

how your feeling, give 100% every time you train/play because nothing's

easy and also I'd say that you should listen to your coaches because they

are only trying to help you.

https://twitter.com/emilesmithrowe_


Senior Honours
Winners 2015/16  London FA  Senior Trophy
Winners 2015/16 Kent Invicta League Cup
Champions 2016/17 Southern Counties Eastern
Football league 1st Division
Runners-up 2016/17 London FA Senior Trophy

Glebe FC were founded in 1995 by the present Chairman &
his wife, Rocky and Grace McMillan.

From humble beginnings with just 1 under 8 team, the club
has progressed at various stages, today hosting 20 Junior
Teams, 4 vets sides, 1 Ladies Senior Side and of course the
First XI, with over 300 members.

We are based in Chislehurst Kent, with 15 acres of grounds.
Glebe, in the last couple of years have moved in and built a
wonderful new sports complex, comprising of 5 pitches, a new
stadium pitch , floodlit training area, multi-purpose Gym and
a brand new Social Hub.

It hasn't always been easy. For years Glebe were nomads,
winning every Junior Trophy that could be won, including 10
London County Cups at various ages, but never seemingly
able to find 'a home of its own'. However we never gave up
and moved into our 'New Home' in September 2014.



Also in 2014 Glebe FC won the prestigious 'London FA
Standard Charter Community Club of the Year Award',
voted by the Executive Committee of the London FA.

After progressing through the age groups and becoming
a regular feature in Kent Youth Leagues, it was decided by
the Committee back in 2010 to form a Senior Section. We
are now in our 5th Season. The initial 2 years we
ground-shared at Holmesdale FC. This was only going to
be a short term stay as we were desperate to find our own
venue. When Old Elthamians Rugby Club experienced
differences with the Landlords, we were quick off the mark
and signed a 25 year lease at Foxbury Avenue. With the
help of the FSIF (Football Stadia Improvement Fund), we
have built a stadium which we are really proud of.

Glebe FC continues to make new friends in its venture as
a Senior Club. Having narrowly missed out on promotion
in 2015/16 (where the winners of Sheppey v Glebe went
up), Glebe went on to win step 6 by 12 points last season
2016/17 as well as Runners up in the London Senior Trophy.

We have a brief yet exciting history as a senior Club, which
follows an exceptional history as a junior Club. Hopefully
more trophies will be added in the years to come, in
addition to the Cups and League success.

Glebefc.co.uk
@Glebefootball

Facebook.com/GlebeFCChislehurst



KEEP UP WITH
THE NEWS

In The Dugout

         Ben

            Darren                        Scott

         Emily                            Chris



Follow @glebefootball for details



Match Report Emirates F.A.Cup versus Phoenix
Sports atFoxbury.  Saturday 16th September.

Match Tweets by Zanda Bertwistle.

4: Phoenix free kick. Caught by Nashy.
6: Glebe pressure. Goaly takes it. Phoenix man down.
9: Going again with a Phoenix goal kick
10: Goal!  Good Phoenix move. Cross from right.
Unchallenged header.Nashy left helpless Glebe 0
Phoenix 1.Hopkins with the goal.
15: Glebe working hard. Phoenix just showing an Isthmian edge on the
ball.
16: Left wing cross. Stoney glancing header.Over the top.
20: Does every team have a long throw specialist?
22: Phoenix should have made it 2. Blasted over.Ogboe is looking good.
28: Jason Goodchild. I thought it was reckless. Bench doesn't agree.
30: Going the way the pyramid suggests.
31: Frantic at the back by Glebe. Top save by Nashy. Phoenix fail to
capitalise on rebound.
35: Luke M tidying up at the back. That was needed. 15 secs later he has
a ½ chance.
37: Phoenix shot. Gathered low down by Nashy.
38: Wasted free kick
39: Phoenix goaly spills it. Jason G can't follow up.
41: Getting tetchy.
45+ 1: Good chance. Throw. Stone head on. Harry Harding well over.
45+2: Half Time.Deserved 1 nil lead for Phoenix. But
Glebe not out of this.

FA Cup Run ..... Matches v Pheonix Sport
Thanks to Zanda Bertwistle for covering @glebefootball twitter updates on matchdays.

You can also follow him on
@ glebefans  and @meadroadallot



2nd ½ underway. No changes.
46:Goal!  Penalty Phoenix.Rash tackle.Slotted home by
Sawyer.2 nil to Phoenix Sports.
48: Almost an immediate response. Headed wide.
49:Goal. Minter free kick Adrian Stone tucks it in…
Glebe 1 – Phoenix Sports 2

Apologies to Luke Miller who actually scored.  So easy to get
him and Adrian Stone confused!!!! Need to go to Specsavers.

50: From kick off, Phoenix attack, cross, diving header, wide. Phew!
52: We go close. Goaly tips it round left post. Wasted corner.
54: Good defending by Tolu. Corner to Phoenix.Comes to nothing.
60:Spell of Phoenix pressure. Goal kick doesn't bring relief.
69: Shot/Cross? Wide by Harry Harding.
71: Fred on. Mal off.
72: Glebe the harder working at the moment. Deserve something.
74: It’s in! Ruled out by lino.WHY?
A push, apparently.Harsh.
76: Goal! Storming Stoney heads in a deep cross.
Glebe 2 Phoenix 2

       When you catch the equalising goal on
camera…

Glebe deserved that equaliser. Looking better now.
84: Corner Phoenix. All hands to the pump.
85: Another corner.  Caught calmly by Nashy.Phoenix woken up. Gaffer
calls for a "Big last 5".
87: Exciting match. Both want it.
88: Phoenix free kick goes straight through for goal kick.
90 + 1: Minter free kick.  Cleared straight up other end.Dangerous.Nashy
rescues.
90 + 3: Ref blows for Full Time. Thoroughly entertaining match. Great
advert for non-league. But who wanted a replay?

  Final score, Glebe 2 Phoenix Sports 2
So it’s an ‘Away Day’ in Bexleyheath on Tuesday night.



Match Report Emirates F.A. Cup Replay at
Phoenix Sports , Tuesday 19th September.

It would be an injustice to reduce the record of this replay to a list of
‘tweets’.  Glebe took off in the same mode as they finished in the
Foxbury match.  Gone were the frailties seen in the first half of the home
when there was a clear gulf between the teams, Phoenix showing their

Isthmian experience.

The match started relatively quietly with no meaningful
attempts on goal until Glebe cleared off their own line in the fifth minute
following an inswinging corner. After thirty minutes both teams had yet to
get a grip of the game; Joe Minter’s Yellow card being a ‘highlight’ up to
this point.The crowd of 180 were generating a good atmosphere and a
soundscape backed by the bells of St Paulinus.  On 42 minutes, Harry
Harding went down and was treated by Emily.  He played no further part
in the match and hobbled off.  From the restart Kelvin Ogboe was able to
run at a defence who may have lost concentration?  He shot on the run
from twenty five yards.  Dean Nash had no chance and Phoenix took an
undeserved one, nil lead.  Ogboe had cause mayhem running at the
defence on Saturday.  This was his only contribution that I remember on
Tuesday night.

Steven O’Boyle must have had harsh words with his Phoenix team at
half time.  They came out for the second 45 with far more purpose.  For
the first ten minutes a second goal looked on with Glebe on the back
foot.  However, a break away run by Luke Miller was foiled by the
Phoenix ‘keeper only for the defence to give Luke a second opportunity
within a minute.  This time he drilled it low beyond the keeper and it was
1 – 1.

Glebe was awake and Phoenix rattled.  Malik got a half chance and
blasted a shot just wide.  Fred was running his legs to jelly leaving the
defence (and maybe his own lads?) wondering which way he was going
next. On 65 Phoenix cleared off the line and the header from the

resulting corner was glanced just wide.



Brian Zepo replaced a spent Fred on 73.  and a TheGlebe midfield was
now spraying the ball around with Phoenix chasing shadows – not easy

on a floodlit pitch.

Our defence still had to remain strong but Tolu, Joe T and
Steve Springett at left back rarely looked troubled and when
Phoenix did penetrate the back wall, there was a peerless
Dean Nash who made things look easy. Adrian Stone

troubled the keeper on 81, we went close again a minute later, Jamie
Wood replaced a limping Minter and on 85 we hit the underside of the
bar with a header following a gorgeous ball by Tolu. How did the rebound
not go in?  In additional time, Nashy made a rare mistake kicking out the
ball.  It looked odds on a Phoenix winner as the defence was caught out.
A cross was met by a classy overhead kick which was on target.  But so
was Nashy. Great positioning and the ball nestled in his arms.  There
was still time for another chance at the right end for us but it ended 1 – 1.

And so to Extra Time…

Luke Miller seems to get stronger as games go one.  He was a man on a
mission and was not giving the Phoenix defence any chance to relax.
The 96th minute was a heart in mouth moment.  A Phoenix player was
through and shot low.  Nashy, at full stretch got fingertips to the ball
which rolled agonisingly on towards the goal.  His touch had provided
sufficient deviation to turn it onto the post and it gently bobbled out for
the defence to clear it.  The game was blood and guts by this stage.  On
101 minutes saw an effort that was tweeted simply as ‘Ooooo’. I can’t
remember but it must have been close!  The encounter became more
hectic as time moved on.  It was getting fraught and the ref calmed down
both dug outs.  Phoenix was having a good five minutes but the full time
whistle went with both teams creating chances.

It has to be remembered, these lads had all been to work on
Tuesday.  They then played out 120 minutes of relentless
football.  It is credit to both teams that every one of the eleven penalties
was on target with two fine saves from the keepers.  Jason Goodchild
was imperious in the Glebe midfield and it is rough justice that he of all
players left the goalkeeper standing only for the woodwork to deny him.



Rocky deserves the final
words…

Three and a half hours of
fantastic FA Cup action, split
by the width of the crossbar.
Absolutely no negatives.
Massive achievement by the
lads

Our FA Cup story will be featured on BT Sports FA Cup
programme on Nov 2nd



Glebe Ladies FC

W i s h i n g  V i c k y  ‘ D o l l y ’  B u l l  a  s p e e d y
r e c o v e r y  f r o m  a l l  t h e  # G l e b e F a m i l y



BE PART OF THE
GLEBE FAMILY

OPPORTUNITIES EXIST
FOR

● STADIUM BRANDING
● MATCH DAY PROGRAMME
ADVERTS
● WEBSITE PROMOTION
● KIT SPONSORSHIP

CONTACT ROCKY TO
DISCUSS

07903274178



Under 10  Pumas End of Season Photo

The U10 Pumas have the honour to be the first team
mascots and ball boys today.
We were formed as an U8 team and it took time to
get favourable results in each of our first two cam-
paigns. In our first season we reached the Spring
Trophy Semi Final eventually finishing in 4th place.
Last year we won the Spring Plate Copper Final. As
an U10 team our start to the season has been com-
pletely different. With virtually the same team the

Pumas have won their first four games. Confidence is running high with
seven different goal scorers and 16 goals scored and 4 conceded. Scoring
goals last season was never the issue and this year we are working on
tightening our defence with our coach Jerry. Tomorrow we face Bromley
Solis at Glebe and expect another close encounter with a team that were
our toughest opponents last season. We wish the first team and all the
Glebe teams a successful season.
Managers: Russell Simons and Kevin Smith
Squad: Oliver Soo, Alfie Riley, Edward Smith, George Manning, Harrison
Bowden-Brown, Timothy Hobbs, Luke Perkins, Archie Irwin
Brandon Simons, Richard Musayayi, Ethan Ajikobi

Our regular ballboys Fletcher, Harry, Ted
and our ballgirl Ruby will also run out with
the team





Not a classic by any means.
This game will probably not last long in the memory of those who attended as the
Crows never hit top form and Glebe set themselves up not to be beaten therefore,
the teams rather cancelled themselves out and played a match that rather lacked
some sparkle and excitement.
Neither goalkeeper was troubled too much and we're never put under any
concerted pressure, both defences coping with the respective attacks efficiently
for long periods so perhaps we spectators should be content that we saw four
goals in total.
The two goals for Glebe were scored by Adrian Stone who was with us for a short
period last season before departing for Ashford United. His first goal arrived in the
14th minute, a corner was only partially headed away by the Crows defence and
Stone volleyed the ball home from just inside the area. He scored his second in
the 23rd minute when he headed a cross home from around 15 yards out when
totally unmarked.
In between those two Glebe goals the Crows made it 1-1 when Carrington was
hauled down inside the Glebe area from a free-kick and Muggeridge fired the
penalty home to the 'keepers left with aplomb.
The rest of the half was mainly a midfield battle and the other event of note was a
booking for Carrington for a tackle, which seemed a tad harsh bearing in mind
some of the challenges which had gone in previously that remained unpunished.
Therefore, half time came around with the score 2-1 to the visitors.
The second half saw Unwin replace Carrington who had suffered an ankle injury
in the first half which proved impossible to shake off. The Crows had most of the
possession but failed to really create anything in the final third but the pressure did
bring a yellow card for Tennant in the 51st minute for disputing a decision by
referee Pollington.
As the half went on, Goldsmith was replaced by Pring as the Crows were looking
for a way to stamp their authority on the game and get an equaliser. Unwin then
saw yellow in the 66th minute for an adjudged late tackle.
In the 81st minute the injured Phipp was replaced by Pearson and this was really
the last throw of the dice to see if the Crows could at least get a point from this
game. The pace of Pearson and the forward runs of Pring and Treleaven from this
point on at least brought some urgency to the attacks and in the 87th minute
Pearson popped up with a header to draw the teams level, so the final whistle
blew with the score at 2-2 and the points shared.
The final disappointment for the Crows was that Dan Ellis picked up a yellow card
for something he said to the assistant referee. Some may say this was two points
dropped but in my opinion it was a point gained in the end as the Crows never hit
their straps throughout the 90 minutes.

   Malcolm Boyes report from Crowborough website
Crowborough 2 Glebe 2



Results & Table



Results & Table

Matches are subject to change
Full details available on glebefc.co.uk or

check SCEFL website



Glebe FC V Hollands and Blair

Jamal Alexander
Jeff Allen
Darren Behcet (GK)
Jesse Darko
Arlie Desanges
Max Fitzgerald
Jason Goodchild
Daniel Gunner
Harry Harding
Tolulope Jonah
Luke Miller
Joe Minter
Jonathon Murray
Dean Nash (GK)
Fred Obasa
Malki Ouani
George Savage
Steven Springett
Adrian Stone
Joe Tennant
Romeo Ugbene
Jamie Wood
Brian Zepo

Mark Sitton
Craig Cooley

Lewis Taylor (c)
Ted Nelson

Tom Staff
Anthony Jeffers

Brad Webb
Jack Simon

James McDonald
James O'Halloran

Louis Valencia
Dave Raggett
Archie Miller

Ethan Stewart
James Jeffrey

Bryan Greenfield

Manager
Ben Young Bryan Greenfield

Assistants / Coaches
Darren Wheeler &  Scott
Howard (also reserve GK)

Damien Hodge, Martin Bass  &
Damo Hopkins

Physio
Emily Swyer Katie May

Officials
Referee Nicholas Fruin

Assistants TBC

Todays Line Ups


